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Abstract
Two polar views that a disease has its genesis in the mind and the disease has its source in the dysfunction of cell have been tried to be
bridged by formulating a common research hypothesis for Crohn disease, vitiligo, ulcerative colitis and psoriasis. This has been done on the
basis of existing facts/evidences which, although are not complete by any sense, have been aligned and integrated horizontally and vertically.
Since all four diseases are autoimmune in nature related to microbiota, have a genetic predisposition, and the tissue damage occurs by a
common hypersensitivity reaction, the proposed conceptual framework is stimulating for a massive poly-disciplinary research on Psycho-neuroendocrine-immune axis and on the genetic basis of the diseases. The perspective has far reaching implications extending from environmental
sanitation and psychic hygiene to cell biology and hygiene hypothesis of disease.
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Introduction
Behaviour, thoughts and feelings of the individual subject
specify his/her personality trait. The role of personality
characteristics in developing psychosomatic illness, although,
is not a new topic [1,2], no concrete hypothesis, however, is
found to exist for any such disease. In pathogenesis of disease
of autoimmune origin, the psycho immuno-axis, as known today,
is incomplete or even non-existent. Although the mind of the
sufferer is presumed to have an influence on hypersensitive
tissue damage reaction, the probable linkage with its weaponry
at molecular level, we mean cytokines, is missing.

That all diseases involve alteration of functions of normal
cells, or, all pathology ultimately is cellular pathology is an
eminent view of the cell theorist Rudolf Virchow [3]. Another
view also prevails; a disease has its origin in the Psyche (Mind)
especially when the systems psyche gets disconnected from the
Whole. This view is held by most psychologists and spiritualists
but lacks evidence. Could this latter view be supported by any
evidence from the pathological basis of diseases? This question
motivated us to pick up four diseases, Crohn disease, ulcerative
colitis, psoriasis and acquired vitiligo and to look for a research
framework in establishing their common origin embracing the
two views on mechanism in origin of disease.
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Existing facts
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) i.e. Crohn Disease (CD)
and Ulcerative Colitis (UC), and psoriasis and acquired vitiligo
of skin are diseases having psychosomatic connection in etiology
and common immune-hypersensitivity response mechanism
in pathogenesis. The former two [4] affect the intestine and
present with chronic diarrhoea and malabsorption syndrome.
The latter two are well-known skin disease; psoriasis [5] is
a patchy chronic inflammatory dermatosis with bumpy red
patches covered with white scales that persists for years, and
acquired vitiligo [6] results from melanocyte destruction in the
skin resulting in depigmented white maculo-papular patches
localised or spread over the region or distributed segmentally.
What these four diseases have in common are as follows:

i.
All four diseases can occur at any age and are on the
surface of the system; IBD affects the mucosal surface of GI
system, while psoriasis and vitiligo affect the dermatological
system.

ii.
The diseases are chronic, persists for years, almost
life-long, although non-infective but characterized by sterile
inflammation.
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iii. All four are of autoimmune origin where autoimmunity
is not against body tissue or any known infective organism. In
development of this autoimmunity, physiological microbiota
of the respective surface is actively involved [7], the
mechanism, although, remains unclear. Hygiene hypothesis
has an established role in epidemiology of IBD. Emerging
data also speak of the same for the two dermatoses.

iv. Immunological response is of delayed type, i.e. type IV
hypersensitivity reaction dominated by T-Helper lymphocyte
response. TH1 and TH17 cell gather there in the site of all
four diseases. The role of togetherness of TH1 and TH 17
cell is well established in organ specific autoimmune disease
[8] where the balance between function of TH17 cells and
Treg cell is important [9]. The tissue damage is caused by
hypersensitivity reaction by the respective cytokines of TH1
and TH17 cells [10].
v.
All four diseases are characterised by spontaneous
remission and exacerbation, related to the degree and kind
of stress in the mind of the patient. There is lack of literature
to reach any conclusion on if there is any specific polarity
of personality traits which could have influences in the
development of these diseases.

Accordingly, from two polar personality traits, there is
bipolar T regulatory cell response. T helper cell response is also
bifurcated as predominant TH1 response leading to granuloma
formation as in Crohn Disease and in some cases of Vitiligo, and
predominant TH17 response with development of ulcerative
lesion with neutrophilic exudates as in ulcerative colitis and
psoriasis.

Building up Vertical Integration

The question why some patients develop ulcerative colitis
(and psoriasis) and others develop Crohn disease (and vitiligo, or
“cutaneous metastasis” of Crohn disease) prompted us to relate
the diseases with bipolar personality trait. Specific personality
trait determines the life-style of the patients and susceptibility
to environmental stressors. The subjects with low self-esteem,
depressive trait, alexithymia (deficits of emotional awareness
and inability to give a name to emotional states) are prone to
develop granulomatous response in inflammation as we see in
tuberculosis, Crohn disease (and in some cases of vitiligo with
papules containing granuloma). On the other side, subjects
with restlessness, impulsive drives, emotionally charged manic
personality trait, if ever develop any organ-specific autoimmune
disease involving the body surface, develop a ‘juicy’ immune
inflammation in the intestine, as found in ulcerative colitis
and in the skin as found in psoriasis. There are papers relating
personality traits with IBD [11], psoriasis [12] and psychiatric
morbidity in vitiligo [13].
Since in some subjects, the personality trait is not absolutely
stable but swings between two poles, we often find a mix of UC
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and CD (often diagnosed as indeterminate type of IBD) in the
intestine and coexistence of vitiligo and psoriasis in the skin of
patient. However, vitiligo has been reported to be associated with
other autoimmune disease like systemic lupus erythematosus,
Addison’s disease, autoimmune thyroid disease [14,15].
The vertical link between personality and immune function
is a major frontier of recent research. The relation between
positivity-negativity of thoughts and immune regulation [16],
immune response in conscientious versus carefree individuals,
immune dysfunction in rigid versus resilience personality trait
are major thrust area in establishing this vertical link [17]. This
link is conspicuous by the paucity of evidence in genesis of these
four autoimmune diseases, which are concern of this paper.

Horizontal Integration and Alignment of the Systems

Alignment and integration of the psychological and
immunological system is vertical in the proposed hypothesis.
Alignment of psoriasis and vitiligo is part of horizontal integration
within the dermatological system. Similar is the alignment of
Crohn Disease and ulcerative colitis in gastrointestinal system.
Corresponding microbiota is somehow involved in the auto
immune process in all four diseases. Not only there exists a
vertical axis between gut microbiota and brain dynamics [18],
also there is an inter-systems axis between gut microbiota
and skin microbiota [19]. The skin microbiota is involved in
developing many skin diseases [20], including psoriasis [21,22]
and vitiligo [23]. This is now a text book knowledge that the
intestinal microbiota is involved in pathogenesis of UC and CD.
Therefore, we have alignment of the pathogenetic processes
both within the systems and between the systems of skin and GI
system. Inter-systems association is exemplified by association
of Psoriasis with IBD [24] and association of Vitiligo and Crohn
disease in children [25] and aggravation of vitiligo following
major surgery for Crohn disease [26]. In the same system,
case reports exist where both the paired disease can coexist.
Coexistence of UC and CD has been reported by Chen et al. [27].
There is case report of patients having concurrent vitiligo and
psoriasis [28,29].

We still do not know where all such evidence lead us to?
Therefore, there is a scope for formulation of an overarching
hypothesis which could stimulate more research of poly
disciplinary nature!

The Proposed Hypothesis

Two specific traits of personality, Vitiligo-CD personality
trait and Psoriasis-UC personality trait, are prone to develop two
types of immune dysregulation involving Treg cell and normal
microbiota of intestine and skin. This leads to TH cell response
with a bifurcation into predominant TH1 response with
granuloma formation (as in Crohn disease and in vitiligo), and
predominant TH17 response with ulceration and exudates (as
in UC and psoriasis). Since physiological microbiota of intestine
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and skin work through an intersystem communicative axis, on
the basis of which of TH17 or TH1 responses predominating UC

patients is often associated with psoriasis and CD patients often
with vitiligo (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Ulcerative colitis, Crohn disease, Psoriasis and Vitiligo have been framed on a quadrangle of common research hypothesis
with two specific types of personality traits, two types of immune regulation (Treg cells) involving two types of T helper (TH) cell response
being together but predominating as either TH1 or TH17 way resulting in morphological expression as granuloma (with strictly TH1 related
cytokines) or ulcer (TH17 related cytokine “soup”). Either or distinction is not very rigid along the whole vertical axis from the Top to
the Bottom because of not-so-rigidity of personality traits. Autoimmune response against normal microbiota remains at the centre of the
framework, where the autoimmunity is built up in the respective surface epithelium. The framework of the hypothesis makes the gaps
conspicuous and stimulates for further research.

Major and Minor Gaps in the Hypothesis
The hypothesis made is tentative and is a working hypothesis
to start with. There are many gaps in vertical as well as
horizontal alignments. There is a need for a massive workout on
the following lines, which form the major gaps in the hypothesis.

i.
In spite of having some good published papers
connecting personality traits with IBD, psoriasis, and
vitiligo as mentioned earlier, more research is needed on
multidimensional and multi-layered personality trait analysis
of patients suffering from IBD, psoriasis and vitiligo. The role
of “little” versus “big” traits may also be investigated. We are
yet to develop specifications for Vitiligo-CD personality trait
and Psoriasis-UC personality trait.
ii.
To collect evidence in support of connection between
the said binary personality trait and binary immune
regulation.
iii. To gather evidence in support of binary immune
regulation (Treg cell) and binary TH1 and TH17 response.
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iv. How and when normal microbiota of intestine or of
skin get involved in the process of autoimmunity?
v.
How mental stress and anxiety trait relate to
“spontaneous” partial remission and exacerbation of the
disease?

There are also minor gaps which deserve explanations.

i.
Cutaneous granulomatosis in Crohn disease has been
reported [30,31]. There is also case report of colocalization
of vitiligo and elastolytic granuloma [32]. There is case report
of association of vitiligo with cutaneous sarcoidosis showing
granuloma [33]. The question remains why granulomatous
reaction is not usual or not so common in vitiligo? And, is
there any relation between segmental occurrence of CD and
segmental Vitiligo?
ii.
Association of Psoriasis with IBD is well known, as
stated. The question is, are psoriasis and IBD two sides of
the same coin [34]?
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iii. What is the exact role of skin microbiota in developing
psoriasis and vitiligo?

Finally, HLA association, and chromosomal and genetic
analysis of all four diseases appears rewarding since all four of
them have defined genetic predisposition. We are to decipher
what is the common denominator for them. Efforts are there to
redefine IBDs using Genome-scale molecular typing [35]. Many
of us are not sure whether such extensive genetic analysis will
have any benefits for the patients! However, gap analysis and
further research on common gene denominators for these four
diseases is expected to open up new doors of memes-genes
interaction in psychosomatic connection [36].

Discussion

The pathologists do not work professionally with
extrasensory perception [37]. Neither the clinicians practice
with! The profession of medicine is evidence-based. Hypothesis
generation is necessary because of existence of gaps which
do not allow the process of overarching. This paper has been
generated for an impending massive work to establish the
psycho neuro immune and psycho neuro endocrine immune
axis in pathogenesis of cellular origin of disease. The hypothesis
awaits testing based on this multidisciplinary research project,
which encompasses horizontally gastroenterology (medicine as
well as surgery) and dermatology, and integrating both systems
vertically with pathology (biopsy, immune histochemistry)
and laboratory medicine (flow cytometry, molecular biology,
hormones and neurotransmitter analysis), immunology (flow
cytometry, immune cytochemistry etc.) and psychology/
psychiatry (multidimensional multi-layered personality trait
analysis). Besides, this hypothesis could be a part of the larger
paradigm of the origin of disease in mind prior to the origin of
disease in cell under the umbrella of the Worldview that disease
originates because of disconnection from the Whole!
In the formulation stated above and shown in figure 1, there
is no ‘neuro’ component. However, one could be serious about
how Multiple sclerosis, an autoimmune disease of nervous
system, mediated by similar TH1 and TH17 response, could be
accommodated in the scheme. There is so far no evidence of
normal physiological micro flora existing in the nervous system
although there are literatures on gut micro flora influencing
the brain dynamics [18]. Next question regarding the nervous
system specific auto immune disease is, what could be the other
disease for pairing with multiple sclerosis? Could it be a humanequivalent of experimental autoimmune encephalitis in animals,
where TH1 cells are seen to facilitate entry of TH17 in the site
[38]?
The traditional vertical integration between psychology and
immunology is being done through nervous system and endocrine
system and on this basis we talk of psychoneuroimmune axis or
psycho neuro endocrine immune axis. However, if we consider
that every living entity including every cell of the body possesses
the organ psyche, then the change or alteration in the systems
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psyche could directly affect the cellular psyche! This could be
an example of instantaneous communication at distance in
psychobiology. In this mechanism, molecular links also have been
proposed [39,40]. Two extreme theories i.e., origin of disease in
mind and origin of disease within cell could be reconciled by
advancing research on the propositions made in these papers.

Concluding Remarks and Perspective

In this research hypothesis we cover four diseases involving
the skin surface and gastro intestinal mucosa. None of the four
diseases has cure. Anti-inflammatory drugs have failed. Surgery
of IBD leads to no spectacular success. Stem cell transplantation
is on trial. All such developments and failures lead us back to
the bottom of the disease, the microbiota. Intestinal microbiota
is related to health and disease of the skin through a complex
communication network between the immune system,
endocrine system, metabolic system, and nervous system. Since
skin microbiota and gut microbiota have an axis of interaction,
there opens therapeutic doors of ameliorating skin lesions with
prebiotics and probiotics. Faecal transplantation in IBD in order
to alter intestinal microbiota has been on trial.
Could the hypothesis be extended to accommodate the
epithelium and microbiota of respiratory and urogenital
systems? Probably not! GIT is open both sides and communicates
with skin both sides. Respiratory and urogenital systems are not
open both sides. However, Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis has
unflinching evidence of autoimmune origin. The evidence has
been accumulating in experimental animals that perhaps the
pulmonary emphysema could have autoimmune origin [41].
Nothing is known yet about any such disease involving the
urogenital epithelium!

In perspective, therefore it could be said that this small
quadrangular nidus created in this hypothesis has the potential
to accommodate a large number of psychosomatic diseases,
which are organ specific autoimmune in nature. Genetic and
molecular analysis of these diseases could also open up new
widows for genetic basis of such disease. The hypothesis raises
profound questions like, could the state of psyche in general and
the state of mind in particular alter physiological microbiota
of skin, intestine, respiratory and genital systems? What is the
relation between psychic hygiene, environmental hygiene and
the hygiene hypothesis in pathogenesis of these autoimmune
diseases? To establish this relation, we require evidence. Mere
gut feelings, extrasensory perception or intuition will be of little
help!
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